2N® Mobile Video

Stay informed about everything happening outside your entrance. The 2N® Mobile Video service lets you communicate with your visitors via your mobile phone and the 2N IP Intercom installed at your door. You will be available to your visitors at all times with continuous video monitoring of your house entrance. For more information visit www.my2n.com/mobilevideo.

Be aware of what is happening outside your house
The video image from your intercom helps you stay informed about persons moving around your home.

Open the door even when you are not home
Open the door for your visitors with a single press of a button on your mobile phone.

Application available for iOS and Android
The application is easily accessible on your mobile device or tablet with the iOS or Android operating system.
**2N® Mobile Video**
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**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- **Missed calls log**
  Check missed calls from your door intercom with the 2N® Mobile Video application on your mobile device.

- **Within reach anywhere in the world**
  All you need is internet connection on your mobile device to receive calls from your intercom anywhere you are.

- **Simple solution for complex installations**
  Make use of simple connection between devices on different local networks.

- **Easy configuration and remote administration**
  Set up your IP intercom or make changes to the configuration remotely with the www.my2n.com cloud portal.

- **Video preview before answering calls**
  Before you answer video calls on your mobile phone, you will see an image from the camera to help you decide whether you wish to communicate with the visitor.

- **Support for IP telephones**
  You can also use the service with IP phones from other manufacturers thanks to SIP protocol.
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**DIAGRAM**
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**GENERAL REQUIREMENTS**

2N Mobile Video is a cloud service located on the My2N portal. You need to create an account at www.my2n.com to activate this service. At least one 2N IP intercom with a camera and firmware version 2.18 or newer connected to the internet. A mobile phone with the Android operating system version 4.4 or newer or iOS version 10.x or newer and the 2N® Mobile Video application installed. The mobile phone must be connected to the internet via Wi-Fi or a 3G or 4G mobile data connection.

*The service may not function correctly with slower mobile data connections*

**SUPPORTED BROWSERS**

Optimized for the Google Chrome browser (version 40 and higher) Mozilla Firefox (version 35 and higher), Internet Explorer (version 11 and higher). On other browsers not tested, we cannot guarantee full functionality.
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**CRITICAL PARAMETERS**
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**HARDWARE**

- **2N® IP Verso** – modular security intercom for discerning customers
- **2N® IP Solo** – compact IP intercom ideal for Home Automation
- **2N® IP Force** – the toughest IP Intercom in the world
- **2N® IP Vario** – a variable intercom with an elegant design
- **2N® IP Base** – stylish IP Intercom with high-quality audio and video
- **2N® Indoor Touch** – luxury multi-functional communicator for indoor use
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**PRICE TERMS**

2N® Mobile Video is a paid service. The trial version is provided for 30 days free of charge. A subscription is paid for all devices added to the 2N® Mobile Video service. 2N® Indoor Touch devices in local connection mode are not subject to a fee. 2N® Mobile Video subscription can be purchased at discounted prices via the distribution network or directly on the My2N portal. It is possible to get discounted project prices of 2N® Mobile Video service when installed in large projects.
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